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Abstract: History does not wait. It is a waiting for the read facts and dreams. These are to be fulfilled Worldly like miles to go by my life BILL KLINTON Dolls HOUSE by Hitter and Princess by Machiavelli Sheikh Hasina, Who has lost father, mother, brothers, sister and relations by millenary cue. She is alive with pain, sad and so. This howl is vanished away when she has made a country free Mujib killer and make a fulfill of vision 2021. The book under reviewing is divided into explaining in a nut shell into seven chapters which are introduced for the readers and researcher.
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INTRODUCTION:

“MILES TO GO” is consisted of three words. Miles is used as a verb, ‘To’ is used as preposition to the approximate future and ‘Go’ is used as the nicest destination whence theme is only the made the development of all kinds of sector’s developing Caravan, there will only flourish the golden riser or emerging Tiger as Bangladesh and will be damaged the even myself country. Now, Hence, in Bangladesh theme are undetermined number of defected the seventy one soldiers and revelers of Bangladesh. The dream of Sheikh Hasina has to damage them. The country, Golden Bangladesh have to make free from the cowards and have to remake the country as they need all kinds of amenities like digitalization inhere to reads the door to door to the 85,650 villages in Bangladesh. So, she has to cross the paws of enemies, and to vanish the military cue. This is only it is called “Miles to Go”.

CHAPTER-WISE—REVIEWING:

The books under reviewing are written in English. It has total 344 pages. The sketch is designed by the laughing photo of Prime minister Sheikh Hasina. The photo is circled by the globe. The page no 3 is dedicated to the memory of the great leader Father of the nation Bangladesh Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the member of his Family who embraced Martyrdom for the cause of people and the country on the fateful night of the 15th August, 1975. The page no: 5 are designed by the Bangladesh and world friend Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The page no:7 is drawn the colorful passionate the mother of Bangladesh who is to be seen as dreamer, maker, mother and everlasting loving living miniature. The page no: 9 are drawn written the books title which is a collection of speeches of prime Minister Sheikh Hasina that is compiled by the prime minister’s press wing. The page no:11 to 14 is about preface which is edited by Jawadul Karim, who is the press secretary to the prime Minister on 26 August, 1998. He quoted that: It is expected that the compilation will be help to the policy makers researchers, politicians, Journalist students and reads questing for knowledge. The books contents are from 15 to 18 pages. That contents are divided into seven series. The book is started by the gospel of the holy and the glorious Koran that is Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim.

The first chapter has fourteen sections which page is from 1 to 11. Their chapter under review is about Addressing at the Un General Assembly Summits and International conferences. In the page no. 22: The old ideological divisions have broken down, regional
cooperation efforts have deepened and a new constellation of geological alignments have emerged .........! The killers brutally killed my father, mother, brother and other relations and their family members. There is great tragedy in the human history. Especially, Muslim world, the prime of the state who are elected by the popular Subject when the military soldiers are ferocious and notorious, who only want the state power by killing such as the history of the caliph, Abbasid, Umayyad, Sultanate, Mughal, Nawab and Mujib dynasty. Abu Muslim founded the dynasty of Abbasid by orating fierce voice. Sheikh Mujib is the greatest founder of Bangladesh. He spoke in fierce voice: This fight is for Independence, This fight for freedom. He is the greatest versatile political epic poet and greatest world friend He had fought for the down trodden people in lieu of his own life. There are none like him in the world. She visited many countries and many conferences such as UNGA, FAO, Micro credit summit, SAARC, OIC, towards partnership between men and women in politics, First 8-D Summit make, 6th ICAL and Bangladesh, Indian, Pakistan, Business summit. As the nation of Bangladeshi approaches, in the world for the international relationship.

The second chapter is from 96 page to 108 page. It is about Addresses at ceremonies for receiving Honorary Doctorate Degrees in law by Boston University Law by Waseda University, Tokyo and liberal Arts by University of Alberta that are gained by Sheikh Hasina for the objectives of socio-economic development has been fully reflected in the budget-when the maximum emphasis has been placed on education with significant allocations for agriculture, rural institutions self employment and industrialization in the page no:101. It is clear that Jute is the golden fiber of Bangladesh. It has rewarded by: the Dundee Institute of Technology, in the page no: 101. It is clear that Jute is the golden fiber of Bangladesh. It has rewarded by: The Dundee Institution of Technology, the people of Dundee, the thousands of people, who over the years have been involved with the Jute trade and industry, collectively constitute a very specially bond between Dundee and Bangladesh. Jute industry is progressed and real -med by her. Its name and fame are fully world- wide.

The 3rd chapter under review is about Academic Lectures. Its page is from 109 to 150. She has lectured in Developed Countries in the world. She has described about liberty, “The Bengal Of Golden”, Bangladesh’s war of liberation claimed over three Millions lives, 200,000 mothers and sisters were violated by beasts let loose on people seeking freedom in the
The great tragedy of killing is in the shocking history of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. The rigging of elections became all the more essential as it was necessary for martial law rulers to legitimize their actions through amending the constitution. In order to amend the constitution a two-thirds majority was required in the page no: 145. This chapter under review is noticed that Military Ruling has blackened the history of Bangladesh.

The fourth chapter under review is about Speeches at the investigation Meetings and Receptions which is from 151 to 216 pages. In 151 page, she says: We are one of the most open economics among developing countries and wish to continue the process. It has taken that a review assumes a new goal to open the sustainable development for Bangladesh. The present prime minister said: We have adequate ports, roads, rail-way, network, air–link and telecommunication facilities in the page no: 151. She wants to the international to give her a helping hand for her country such as Macro-economics to eradicate the poverty. Taka, the currency is openly convertible to remit a profit dividends capital for the economics power of Bangladesh. Cairn energy, jute fiber, vegetable fiber, and future fragment are applied by her to the nations. She says; We can claim that Bangladesh is the most attractive investment destination in the South Asia. Her dreams seem under reviewing that is felt so happy to be described in this book as the greatest patriot outstanding therapy.

The book under review in the fifth chapter is about Banquet Speeches. This is from 217 to 248 pages. This chapter under reviewing, a reviewer can say that she has enrolled Independence, Sovereignty, Territorial Integrity, Democratic Norms and Foreign Entrepreneurs. The reviewer more can say that she tries to approach their country in the whole world-wide to achieve democracy path free market, promotion of peace, stability, human rights, good governance across the world and to establish politico-economics rights and to keep up the human power and natural resources.

The sixth chapter under reviewing is about Speeches at the international Seminars, Conference’s and Gatherings in Dhaka. This page under reviewing is from 251 to 326 pages. This is why that East Asian Success, Free Market Economic is being posited. South Asia, East Asia, North Asia and West Asia are not far from fares but all are equally that can rise up emerging Tiger free from tyranny by happiness and ever agony. The authoress wants to go to the fares journey towards peace and development for the country. As the reviewer, he
can retell that she wants to prove and empower that independence is the final result of a series of the struggle and supreme sacrifices. The book under reviewing has to improve that her commitment to democracy and market economy should convince all potential investors of the safety of their investments. She seems that film is one of the powerful mass and art media of the present day world. The seventh chapter is about the speeches at two important national events. This page is from 327 to 344 pages. The book under reviewing that has seen that she has attempted to en-free from tribal and Bengalees conflicts in Hilltracts areas. The reviewer trusts that the book is fully speeches of Sheikh Hasina which is appropriated the titled of “MILES TO GO”.

CONCLUSION:

The book under reviewing as the reviewer has comprehended that Ex-present prime minister Sheikh Hsaina has to be tried spreading for the long times as for good the Military Ruling and to set up a trial just mean a real court against The friend of Bengal killers. History tells speaking. The History of Bengal means killing History. The notorious coward sons of this nation have killed Nawab Siraj-ud-doulah and His daughter Johra who is 6 years old and The greatest thousand years of the son of this soil, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mjibur Rahman with his baby Sheikh Russel are killed by this country’s Hyenas. The book under reviewing seems to be the real truth that she is the greatest daughter of Bangladesh because she has succeeded to give the sentence the friend of Bengal and the friend of Bengal killers. Today country is free from The friend of Bengal killers. As a reviewer, I can believe that she has ascended the two times in the palace of the Bengal with taking the mandate of the subjects of the Bengal and more hope that she will make up filling up Vision – 2021 and will establish a country with Digitalization and the country free from Rajakar, Al-badar, Al-shams and Al-shaheen who are moving away in roaring as tiger in as like the phantom shade of ferocious ghost and they are becoming the women of Bengal as the wealth of Ganeemat I do not understand that are the Rajakar Curse or Blessing for the independence of Bangladesh? So I pray to ALLAH that“ MILES TO GO” is to go away in the fares goal and unjust oppressor, killing and Military cue will be departure for good where Sheikh Hasina will found the future Government and her dreams may fill up for the eternal times.

In this regard, The reviewer want to increase and publish this book wide-spread and thanking GOD. The readers, political leaders and researchers will get a mammoth lessons
and elements to make their eternal future goal. On the concluding saying the book n” MILES TO GO” is highly recommended for its rich contents and rare publishing on the speaking of the daughter of Bengal, Sheikh Hasina for all kinds of readers, students and researchers for any patriots of the world people